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Come Experience Infinite Power
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Studer Infinity sets new standards for broadcast audio mixing power and system redundancy.

Big productions demand a lot of processing muscle. The new Studer Infinity core delivers an
unprecedented 800+ audio channels with superb sonic quality and aviation-standard system
redundancy. Studer A-Link fibre interfaces provide more than 5000 inputs and outputs, with direct
connection to Riedel MediorNet. And intuitive control comes courtesy of the new Vista X surface, with
comprehensive audio and loudness metering, powerful surround sound management, automated mic
mixing for unscripted panel shows and Auto Touch Plus Dynamic Automation.

Find out more at www.studer.ch
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The BBC
competes and
compares
The BBC jettisons production quotas, plans to spin-off its content
production, and promises a £400m commissioning windfall for
independent producers. NIGEL JOPSON

I

n one of the biggest changes in the UK BBC’s 92-year history, production
quotas are to be scrapped, allowing commercial competitors and indie
producers to bid for hundreds of millions of pounds in programming, while
the BBC’s own studios will be given the freedom to make programmes for
rivals such as Sky, ITV and other commercial broadcasters. The plans were
described by commentators as ‘seismic’, ‘historic’ and even ‘the end of the BBC
as we know it.’
Tony Hall, the recently-appointed BBC director general, announced the plans
as a ‘competition revolution’ that will overhaul TV production at the corporation,
during a speech in London on 10 July. Hall began by
referencing historian Neal Gabler’s book, An Empire
of Their Own, which describes the rise to greatness
of the early Hollywood movie moguls. He continued
his free market theme by describing how he wished
the BBC to strengthen rather than threaten the
diversity of Britain’s competitive media
market. ‘We are going to go further
than we have ever done before in
opening the BBC to more competition,’
he said at the event at City University
entitled — perhaps significantly — The
Future of the Licence Fee. ‘I want
a less regulated system that ensures
that both our own BBC producers
and those of the independent sector
have creative freedom. I want a level
playing-field between BBC producers
and independent ones.’ Hall spelt out
his idea that the new Compete or
Compare strategy could be extended
to radio, news and current affairs
programming, digital and technology
operations. ‘Can we extend competitive
access for independent producers in radio, if that will mean broader choice and
better ideas?’ he asked rhetorically. ‘Is there more we can do in news and current
affairs, where independent producers and film-makers already make a vital
contribution?’ He added: ‘What can we do in online production? In the sharing
of technology, so that we are building open platforms others can use and build
on?’ In core PSB operations that will remain protected, Hall said the BBC would
use private sector competition as an efficiency benchmark. As a former director
of BBC News, and previously a youthful editor of the 9 O’Clock News, Hall may
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be expected to respect the Corporation’s core values. ‘My aim in all this work
is a world-class BBC,’ he said. ‘Not a low rent BBC. Value for money is what
matters — not to be the cheapest — but the most efficient for the quality we are
trying to achieve.’
The announcement of these new plans has polarised opinion within
the broadcasting industry. John McVay, chief executive of PACT, the trade
association representing independent television, feature film, animation and new
media production, said: ‘PACT has been calling for the BBC to open up to more
competition for over 20 years. It is a very welcome announcement. License
fee payers in a generation to come will see this as a seminal moment … The
best ideas and best producers will do well, and that means whether they stay
in-house or leave to set up new companies.’ Broadcasting union BECTU said it
had written to the BBC director general to request a meeting and to raise concerns
about potential job cuts. ‘Thousands of jobs are at stake if this happens,’ said
general secretary Gerry Morrissey, ‘legally, BBC Productions could not remain
inside the BBC because of the licence fee. This would mean staff are no longer
officially BBC employees and would be guaranteed nothing.’ Morrissey claimed
the changes would transform the corporation into a publisher broadcaster, and
weaken the justification for a licence fee. The BBC is funded by a license charge
of £145.50 payable by every UK owner of a TV receiver, a system that looks
dated, with more than 400,000 households legally declaring in 2013 they no
longer required a license because they only watch
catch-up (or delayed) TV via the BBC iPlayer. In
2016 the BBC’s license funding will require renewal
by royal charter, with rumours of a possible managed
transfer to subscription models. ‘Hall is showing
where he intends to fight the charter renewal battle,
and he is taking some very advanced
positions and doing so at times and on
issues of the BBC’s choosing,’ said Jon
Tusa, former managing director of the
BBC World Service.
‘Scrapping quotas will remove
complexity, reducing cost and speeding
up the commissioning process,’
suggests consultant Pat Younge, who
left his job as BBC chief creative officer
last July. ‘However, to unlock all the
benefits I believe BBC Production needs
to become part of BBC Worldwide.
[This] would also force clarity on the EU
illegal subsidies issue … the proposals
have some potential downsides too.
BBC channels may become less
distinctive — ITV and Sky would lap
up BBC blue-chip drama and natural history which audiences and advertisers
love.’ Wayne Garvie, chief creative officer for Sony Pictures TV (and formerly
the BBC’s head of entertainment) argues that, for the plan to work, the BBC
must allow its production business to function completely independently. He also
posed the question: ‘How do you change the culture of an organisation that is
absolutely inwardly focused to one that is outwardly focused?’ Garvey described
the BBC production department as an ‘unwieldy beast’, and warned: ‘they have
production areas all around the country which inevitably means their costs
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are higher.’ Nevertheless, he observed
‘What they have understood is the
market has changed completely and in
the era of consolidation producers are
truly international. It opens up the BBC
to everyone which is a good thing.’
A brief explanation of the BBC’s
current commissioning system may
be relevant to understand why so
many broadcasting bigwigs predict
such far-reaching consequences
for the new initiative. The current
system guarantees 50% of broadcast
production — TV and radio — to BBC
in-house producers. Another 25% is guaranteed to independent production
companies that are not owned or controlled by broadcasters. The remaining
25% constitutes the strangely named WOCC — Window Of Creative Competition
— an acronym for a system started in the 1990s for open independent access
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The individual broadcast solution
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Completely IP-based
Modular system architecture
Fully configurable control logic
Audio processing integrated into NEXUS
Up to 54 input channels on one audio processor
Software interface, not tied to any operating system

Get to know:
IBC in Amsterdam
12th – 16th September 2014
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to commissioning. The problem is, there has been so much consolidation in
the indie production sector and the line between broadcaster and independent
has blurred so much that many of the BBC’s key suppliers now no longer
qualify for the 25% independent quota, and so have to be included in the
WOCC along with everything else. The WOCC has
become so full of Shine, Hat Trick and Endemol
productions (many for on-going series) that there
is little left for non-broadcaster independents or
BBC in-house. All3Media and Love Productions,
set for investment from BSkyB, will also have to
be included in the WOCC this year. ‘The system is
not working anymore because of consolidation in
the industry,’ said BBC director of television Danny
Cohen. ‘We should use this opportunity to look at
the entire supply model and level out the playing
field to ensure we get the best ideas from wherever
they come from.’
Why not just create a bigger WOCC? Tony Hall’s
plan recognises that TV production has changed
and what is really holding the BBC back and
making it inefficient is its unwieldy commissioning
structure. BBC commissioning decisions dictate what
BBC producers are able to work on. Producers
cannot revamp rejected ideas and offer them to
other broadcasters like indies do. They also cannot
barter between TV channels for improved deals like
independents can. If production teams or writers
have a good idea that commissioners don’t want,
their contracts prevent them from leaving the BBC
and taking the concept elsewhere. Danny Cohen
and a small team of senior managers have been
developing the idea of a quota overhaul over the
course of several months. Cohen has said that
safeguards will be put in place to make sure the
BBC continues to produce programming that is
not commercially viable for independents, such as
religion and natural history documentaries. The
BBC’s content spend last year was £2.4bn, part of
which was spent on infrastructure, the amount of
content programming the independent sector is now
free to pitch for will be valued at about £400m.
The financing of TV programming has changed
considerably over recent years with very little content
now funded entirely by a single commissioning
broadcaster. Coproductions give global broadcasters
a chance to have first bite at productions, and
business-led investment is made in the expectation
of foreign sales, spin-off events or other licensing
formats. For BBC production, this investment
comes from BBC Worldwide, the wholly-owned
but market-driven commercial enterprise formed
out of a restructuring of BBC Enterprises in 1995.
The company exploits BBC brands, selling BBC and
other British programming abroad with the objective
of supplementing income received by the BBC
through the licence fee. In 2013 Worldwide made
an operating profit of £132m on gross revenue of
£1.1bn. The market logic of BBC Worldwide often
conflicts with the public service vision of BBC
broadcasting, especially when it comes to determining
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whether a potential BBC commission
will be a worthwhile investment for
BBC Worldwide. A commercial BBC
Production could no longer receive the
license fee subsidy, but it would be
able to negotiate differently with BBC
commissioners, and other broadcasters,
by offering more attractive deals,
with development funding and partfinancing of BBC Worldwide already
built-in. This would, in turn, open the
door to profit participation to attract
key talent, a missing element from
the existing system. BBC production
traditionally has an exodus of the
brightest and best, as top-swimmers in
the BBC talent pool leave to build their own income
streams. Alastair Fothergill, the creative force behind
fêted natural history series like Frozen Planet, Blue
Planet and Planet Earth, left to launch his own
indie Silverbackfilms, creating shows for the likes
of Disney. Karen Smith, a producer who launched
Strictly Come Dancing, left to join Elisabeth Murdoch’s
production company, Shine Group. In the best of
all possible worlds, an independent BBC production
group would allow niche specialist production units
led by top talent to be established.
There is also another element to Tony Hall’s plan,
which I only noticed after rereading the complete
text of his speech after the event. ‘The ownership
of intellectual property … Any new system must
obtain value for money for the licence fee payer.
When the BBC owns the rights to programmes we
can return the full commercial value of them to the UK licence fee payer, to
invest in new programmes.’ The BBC historically kept all format rights to any
programmes made by independent producers, but in 2004 a new agreement
between the corporation and PACT meant indie producers could keep the

intellectual property rights, which turned several
journey-men producers into multimillionaires,
after they sold series for large amounts of money
overseas. Does Hall’s plan involve rowing back
on this agreement? If there’s no protected quota
for in-house productions, then perhaps there’s no
case for legislated terms of trade for independent
producers.
The BBC is trapped in a castle of scheduling,
marketing and compliance with a stifling effect
on its own productions. Hall’s plan just might be
a way of solving this. Much will depend on the
successful implementation of his strategy, and
Hall’s record at Covent Garden gives some hope
in this respect. His tenure as chief executive of
the Royal Opera House (2001-2013) brought
stability and financial prosperity:
he developed the brand, opened
access (the Live Cinema screening
audiences are this year expected
to eclipse physical attendance)
and introduced new revenue
streams (Opus Arte, DVD/Bluray production and distribution).
There is a risk that BBC channels
could become less distinctive, and
the possibility of confusion if BBC
brands appear on rival channels.
Britain is justifiably proud of the
BBC, but the corporation has been
much slower to adapt to a rapidly
evolving TV landscape. If the BBC
does nothing the big risk is that,
somewhere down the line, a politician will swing an unfortunate axe at the
Gordian knot. The big new idea, which is that there should be freedom of
competition from the BBC publisher for all sources, will help Tony Hall argue
with the government to keep the license fee. n
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Jünger delivers perfect voice

Lawo launches new console

Lawo will present a new audio mixing console that ‘extends Lawo’s application range and rounds up the
company’s product portfolio’, according to the manufacturer. The new addition to the product family boasts
high performance and a new face, with an advanced feature set based on proven Lawo technology. It is, in the
company’s words, ‘simply unbelievable’.
Meanwhile the new Crystal radio console offers a cost-effective entry point into the Lawo world of mixing,
bringing comprehensive out-of-the-box functionality plus all of the flexibility and customisation for which Lawo
is renowned. Crystal has a redesigned user surface in a slim chassis and a new ergonomic handrest. The updated
crystal base unit features power supply redundancy and optimised expansion slots for easy addition of I-O cards.
crystal consoles offer integration with radio automation systems from ENCO, RCS, Dalet and Radiomax. The
touchscreen VisTool PC software provides additional functionality and accompanying the hardware console is
the touchscreen-based CrystalClear virtual radio console for applications where no physical faders are needed.

Prism Sound audio interfaces

Titan and Atlas are Prism Sound multichannel audio
interfaces offering quality analogue and digital I-O
for Mac or Windows PC at sample rates up to 192kHz
via USB. Both units feature
the new MDIO interface
expansion slot, which
can be used to expand its
connectivity, for example by
adding a direct connection
to Pro Tools|HDX systems.
Titan has four
microphone inputs,
while Atlas has eight
and is aimed at multitrack recording applications.
Both are designed with Prism Sound’s latest
CleverClox clocking technology.
Sadie 6 software has a toolset for today’s ‘digital
download’ age. New features include WAV Master,
which allows users to create WAV files
for an entire album using PQ marks to
define the start and end of the WAV
file for each album track. Track Titles,
Artist Name and other information is
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automatically incorporated into these files. Prism Sound
has also introduced a new Sample Rate conversion
algorithm and ensured that resolution changes can be
applied during the bounce process used to
create WAV files.
Sadie has enhanced video support for
BlackMagic Design Decklink cards, as
well as timecode support on Sadie Native
systems where the ASIO audio hardware
used supports timecode functionality.
The versatile dScope Series III Audio
Analyser has a
freely-available
test suite that
can be used
to evaluate the performance and compliance of any
loudness meter and ensure that a chosen product can
deliver ATSC and ITU BS.1770 compliance.
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Jünger Audio’s D*AP4 VAP Voice Processor is designed to make life easier for
engineers working in radio stations, TV production voice-over studios and feature
film ADR facilities. It includes Jünger’s proprietary Spectral Signature dynamic EQ,
which offers automatic and dynamic EQ control to balance spectral differences
in real-time. By analysing incoming audio and comparing its spectrum with
individually predetermined voice ‘fingerprints’, the unit can automatically apply
dynamic EQ corrections to give a consistent sound.
D*AP4 VAP is interesting to radio broadcasters who want to create an aural
identity for their radio stations. By using similar spectral sound management
principles, the unit measures the running programme and uses the station master
sound fingerprint as a reference. The Spectral Signature algorithm matches
all different programme elements to this reference signature, thus creating a
dedicated ‘station sound’.
‘The D*AP4 VAP draws on our extensive experience with previous Voice
Processing devices, such as our popular VO2, but adds new tools and algorithms
to create an easier and more efficient approach to voice processing with no
compromise in sound quality,’ said Peter Pörs, CEO of Jünger Audio. ‘We have
also included processing such as HP/LP filtering, versatile dynamics section, full
parametric EQ and de-essing, and made the unit really easy to use — even for
non-technical radio staff such as producers and journalists.’

RTW loudness solutions
R T W ’s Masterclass
Plug- Ins Loudness
Tools for Windows
and Mac was designed
to serve the needs
of users in the DAW
sector. The TM3-Primus
is a compact, fullyloaded specialised
meter at an entry-level
price point suited to
individuals working in
smaller production environments such as OB vans.
‘As the audio needs of the broadcast and related markets continue to evolve, so
has the breadth of loudness metering offerings that RTW offers its customers,’ said
Andreas Tweitmann, MD, RTW. ‘Digital content production is at an all-time high,
putting audio needs in the spotlight.’

Sonnet RackMac Pro

Sonnet ’s RackMac Pro is a
rackmount solution for the
new Mac Pro computer. The
unit supports the rackmount
installation of one or two new
Mac Pros and provides a front
panel power switch and USB 3.0
port for each computer, while
panel-mounted cables connect each Mac Pro’s Gigabit ethernet, USB 3.0, HDMI,
and power ports to ports on the back of the RackMac Pro for convenient external
cable connection. The device’s heavy-duty steel outer enclosure provides secure
mounting and protection for each Mac Pro, with an open-back design that allows
for proper airflow and optimal cooling. Only 7-inches tall by 16-inches deep, the
4U RackMac Pro is for use in a wide range of popular mobile racks, carts, and rack
cases, as well as in a server room.
The Thunderbolt Pro P2 Card Reader is claimed to be the fastest and most
cost effective P2 single-slot memory card reader available. The device has the
ability to ingest footage from individual P2 memory cards at up to 70MB/s. The
Thunderbolt Pro P2 is bus-powered and connects directly to any Mac computer
with a Thunderbolt port, or at the end of a Thunderbolt device chain with an
included Thunderbolt cable. The device supports all P2 memory cards and frame
rates at maximum speed, and also reads micro P2 cards with an optional adapter.
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DPP-ready at HHB
With the DPP
(Digital Production
Partnership) filebased deliver y
target of 1 October
i m m i n e n t ,
compliance with the
EBU R128 loudness
standard is an
extremely relevant
subject and HHB
has a range of loudness metering and correction
technologies in hardware and software for acquisition, production and transmission
from manufacturers including TC Electronic, Wohler, Dolby and Nugen Audio.
With exciting news predicted from the likes of Genelec and Blackmagic Design,
HHB and Scrub are focusing on the developments in loudness, audio over IP, Atmos,
digital consoles, MADI, microphones and loudspeakers.

Tango – next generation matrix intercom

TSL Products Audio/Video-over-IP

TSL Products is addressing the increasing demand for Audio/Video-over-IP
workflows. The PAM AVB range is making its European debut together with the
AXIUS range of managed ethernet switches for Audio/Video-over-IP workflows.
‘As the adoption of audio/video-over-IP continues to grow apace, we are excited
to bring products to market that will help our customers to make the transition with
tools that they know they can trust,’ said Chris Exelby, MD, TSL Products. ‘As always,
customer feedback has played the starring role in our product development, and
we are confident that these and our other new tools will help our customers to do
their jobs even more efficiently.’
The PAM AVB range takes the power and reliability of TSL Products’ flagship PAM
monitoring systems and adds AVB compatibility alongside existing support for SDI,
AES and analogue audio formats.

Riedel will introduce Tango as an entirely new intercom solution ‘breaking systems boundaries’, according to
the company.
Making its European debut, MediorNet 2.0 is a firmware update for the MediorNet real-time media network
that provides video router functionality and high-speed rerouting.
MediorNet MetroN is a 2U large-scale core router that provides a real-time routing capacity of 64 x 10G ports.
MediorNet MetroN can function within a larger MediorNet installation, interfacing with other MediorNet frames
via fibre.
The MediorNet networked approach to signal routing and distribution has been expanded to include
WAN capabilities. Supporting forward error correction, retransmission management, and dynamic bit rate
management, the Code One Transport Protocol used by MediorNet H.264 encoders and decoders ensures that
the public internet can be used effectively for point-to-point transmission of professional audio and video.

The perfect broadcast team
invisity is the world’s only wireless ear prompter. There are no acoustic tubes and cables to frustrate the talent.
It is completely invisible on-screen. And since there’s no inductive loop, interference is not an issue.
Visit us at IBC (Hall 8, stand E95) to learn more.
www.phonak-communications.com/invisity
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Netia Media Assist

SSL Plus for broadcast

SSL’s C100 HD Plus and C10 HD Plus digital broadcast consoles bring together new features and added value
consolidation of SSL Production Assistant software to offer users ‘the most powerful and flexible systems SSL
has ever produced’.
The C100 HD Plus large format console is designed to offer a complete production solution for News and Sports
in a standard high power configuration. Redundant Blackrock Processor cards in a 2U rack process 588 audio mix
paths, with 256 channels of 6-Band EQ, and 284 channels of Dynamics with 512 channels of integrated MADI I-O.
The centre section penthouse has a 10-inch screen, which can be used to display any HDMI video source and
enables the user to select from a wide range of metering options. The surface has been redesigned to facilitate
clearer channel identification in a wider range of lighting conditions.
The C10 HD Plus has sizes from 16 to 48 faders and the self-contained fanless console is said to be ideal for
all-round production demands in mid-scale broadcast facilities. The simple, button-driven surface is easy for
new operators while the Blackrock Processor card offers 216 audio paths, with 160 channels of 6-Band EQ, and
188 channels of Dynamics with 512 channels of integrated MADI I-O. It also features a redesigned fader panel
colour scheme.

Netia’s Media Assist software suite builds on the strengths of its product portfolio
to provide a complete solution for managing workflows from ingest through to
delivery. The suite enables content owners and content producers — from radio
broadcasters and television stations to organisations maintaining media archives
— to access, retrieve, and share or distribute their digital assets to any platform.
It unites the functionality of Netia’s radio broadcast automation and media
management products with a SQL database to provide a robust multimedia asset
management system with a full complement of production tools. The option of
working through a browser-based interface allows journalists and reporters to go
fully mobile while maintaining their ability to access, search, edit, and repurpose
content. Netia has released Media Assist modules engineered for smartphones
and tablets.
Media Assist is based on a service-oriented architecture and key benefits
to operations include increased modularity, optimal scalability through the
improvement or addition of services, third-party connectivity through a Web
services API, and straightforward and cost-effective maintenance.

Innovation from Fairlight

SSL has a Network I-O broadcast audio interface range consisting of MADI-Bridge, providing 64 bidirectional
channels of redundant MADI-to-network bridging with front panel confidence headphone monitoring; SDI
bridging eight 3G-SDI embedders and eight de-embedders to the network or MADI with internal per channel
routing; and Stagebox, which provides eight channels of mic/line I-O (using SSL SuperAnalogue mic pres) with
redundant network connectivity. SSL has demonstrated the networking with four SSL consoles networked with
third-party devices from Shure and Sound Devices and also featuring LMS-16 Loudness Monitoring connected
directly to the network.

DK-Technologies ramps up DK T7
D K-Te chno lo gies
has upped the
functionality of its
competitively priced
DK T7 audio loudness
and logging meter
by adding Loudness
Automation, a
sof t ware up date
that is free of charge
to existing users.
This latest upgrade is
based on timecode
and allows the
DK T7 to instantly
recalculate the Integrated Loudness value up to four
hours back in time. For audio engineers, this useful time
saving function is a major improvement as it means they
no longer have to rerun programme material to hit their
Loudness target value.
‘Every engineer working with broadcast audio knows
that hitting the Loudness measure Bulls Eye can be a
very tedious and time consuming process,’ said Uffe
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Kjems, product
marketing director
for DK-Technologies.
‘We know they will
really appreciate
our new Loudness
Automation feature
because it will save
them so much time.’
DK has also
added USB mouse
operation to the
Multitouch screen
D K T 7, a l l ow i n g
for fast and
eas y on scre en access or op eration using
the HDMI external monitor output.
A number of other improvements have also been
incorporated, including headphone volume control and
more screen setup functions. The DK T7 allows end-users
to adapt to any format including 3G SDI I-O. The unit
also offers 8 AES-EBU I-Os, 2 analogue input channels,
headphone output and HDMI monitor output.
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Fairlight is reinforcing its drive towards cinematic immersive sound delivery by
launching a platform for Object Oriented 3D Sound Production.
This new platform supports traditional standard and custom busing in
simultaneous 2D and 3D, along with NHK’s 22.2, Dolby Atmos (via RMU) and DTS
MDA. It also supports third party client applications such as Avid Pro Tools 10.x
and Nuendo 6.0.
The fifth major software release for the second generation CC-2 FPGA audio
engine is said to make it perfectly suited to the demanding delivery requirements
of today’s broadcast industry. By providing more than 1,000 playback channels, 100
live inputs and 100+ output buses, the system is claimed to be the most powerful
audio engine made.
Fairlight has combined its open platform Media GateWay with its iCan workflow
automation tools. These Gateways offer ‘a glimpse into the future of broadcast
postproduction’ by embracing collaborative editing environments such as
Quantel’s Qtube, with internet-based video source reference, original source
audio and faster-than-real-time layback.
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AMP2-E16V Series processing monitor

The AMP2-E16V monitor’s feature list is long yet the product is operated with
one-touch simplicity. In addition to its audio system, it features simultaneous
multiformat monitoring, quick programme selection, instant stereo downmix,
loudness monitoring, internal channel mixing including SDI re-embedding, and
audio delays. The monitor also includes a wide variety of meter scales and ways to
view meters, video, and Dolby or SMPTE 2020 metadata.
The AMP2-E16V offers Dolby Zoom, Dolby E line position, and CRC error
monitoring, as well as automatic system configuration based upon signal inputs,
32 complete system configuration presets, a complete internal help system,
and ethernet software updates. Audio processor card options facilitate easy
configuration for multiple SDI, AES I-O, analogue I-O, and connection to external
surround systems.
A new AVB Monitoring Option card allows AVB channels to be mixed, leveladjusted, and monitored alongside AES, SDI, analogue, and other input types, and
in the same fashion. Further enhancements include new processing modules and
newly developed software that expand the feature set and capabilities to include
loudness monitoring and extended audio interfacing.

Digigram majors on Ravenna
Digigram has product enhancements and
new releases to its IP audio and IP video
solutions. In extending Ravenna/
AES67 support across its
range of IP audio codecs,
the company offers highperforming audio-transport
solutions that enable a shift toward
use of IP-based studio infrastructure and the
many benefits it yields.
Digigram was among the first members of the Ravenna consortium and continues
to expand its range of products with Ravenna/AES67 connectivity. Ravenna/AES67
connectivity in the company’s IQOYA range of audio-over-IP codecs now allow
users to get audio programmes directly from an in-studio Ravenna network and
subsequently encode and stream them over IP to transmitter sites via a WAN in
compliance with EBU ACIP. Users likewise can decode EBU ACIP streams from a
WAN to their in-studio Ravenna network. With these capabilities, radio stations
can easily migrate towards the use of IP audio.
The LX-IP Ravenna PCIe sound card features ultra-low latency and up to 256
Ravenna I-O channels from multiple Ravenna streams. Ideal for high-density audio
production or automation applications in radio and TV broadcast studios, this
solution makes it easy for users to record and play as many as 128 audio-over-IP
Ravenna channels simultaneously in/out of a desktop computer.
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Stagetec evolves

Polaris Evolution components are connected via a standard Ethernet network and recombined with each other
for projects. Polaris Evolution consists of the control surface Polaris Access, the multi-user capable audio processor
Polaris Scala, and the touchscreen upgrade Polaris View. Almost any number of these modules can be combined
within an IP network, irrespective of physical location, and can also be used in parallel simultaneously for different
mixing projects. This enables the customer to select the appropriate audio processing power for each application
with the required number of fader strips and controls.
A single Polaris Access has 16 faders and the same number of dual rotary encoders, 48 buttons and a display
screen strip across the width of the console. The Polaris View touchscreen upgrade can be docked at an angle
onto Polaris Evolution and provides a convenient user interface. Polaris Access provides remote control of the
Polaris Scala audio processor in the new mixer concept. Polaris Scala is a 19-inch unit for 256 audio inputs and
256 buses. Units can be cascaded to achieve larger numbers of audio channels when required.
Polaris Evolution is very scalable. If another Polaris module is plugged into the network, it is registered
automatically. The user decides which mixing process it will be used for and whether to integrate it in parallel
mode or as a supplementary device, all without any major
changes to the configuration.
Just as it doesn’t matter how many devices are logged into a
computer network, it doesn’t matter how many Polaris Evolution
modules are deployed. You can connect them at any point in the
network and use them individually or collectively as desired.
Like On Air 24, On Air Flex is a modular mixing console system
with processing power provided by a Nexus XCMC board. It can
process 40 input channels when configured with 8 groups, 8
sums, 8 auxes and 8 mix-minus buses. A further configuration
with up to 54 input channels without groups is also possible. The
input and output connections are available through the Nexus network, which can range from a single, locally
installed Base Device to a campus-wide audio network.
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Nugen celebrates a decade

Studer to Infinity

Nugen is celebrating ten years in business. LMB is an offline file-based loudness
analysis and correction program for high throughput applications. An update to
LMB’s MXF file-handling option introduces DPP AS-11 compatibility. Nugen is a
participant in the DPP compliance programme, an initiative founded by UK public
service broadcasters to help speed the transition to fully digital production and
distribution for television. The MXF file-handling option introduces native MXF
audio-handling that enables LMB to perform automated analysis and correction
of audio within an MXF container while preserving all other data within the file.
Adapting dynamic content such as theatrical releases for TV or TV content for
mobile streaming is a challenging task, particularly in relation to dialog. DynApt is
a solution for intelligent repurposing of audio for TV and streaming at faster-thanreal-time speeds. The DynApt algorithm has been designed to adapt the dynamic
content of audio appropriately for different listening environments and playout
systems, while respecting the level of dialog in the original mix and meeting specific
loudness criteria. The first implementation of this new technology is now available
as a DynApt extension for Nugen’s LMB offline loudness correction program.

Calrec Summa
Studer’s Vista X digital console and Infinity Processing Engine offers Vistonics and FaderGlow on the interface for
control of 800 or more audio DSP channels and more than 5,000 inputs and outputs.
The Infinity DSP core uses CPU-based processors to provide high numbers of DSP channels for large-scale,
high-resolution audio processing and mixing. The CPU processing provides a scalable system, with faster
development of new signal processing designs, high channel counts, full system redundancy and the possibility
of running third-party algorithms.
The Infinity DSP engine provides 12 A-Link high-capacity fibre interfaces for more than 5,000 inputs and
outputs. A newly designed high-density I-O system -- D23m -- is used to break out these A-Link connections to
standard analogue, digital and video interfaces. The A-Link interface also provides direct connection to the Riedel
MediorNet distributed router, allowing many Infinity systems to be connected together with router capacities
of 10,000 square or more.
A key element in the design of the Infinity Series is the avoidance of a single fault causing loss of audio and
the Vista X features four processors, offering complete redundancy of the control surface. Now, the Infinity Core,
with a combination of CPU-based DSP and A-Link audio interfaces, offers N+1 redundancy of the DSP engine
and I-O with instant switchover between main and standby system without audio break.
The design also offers the possibility of two complete Vista X surfaces to be working on the same project at
the same time.

Discrete Invisity keeps RSI’s shows running
Live television is
demanding with no
room for error and a
constantly shifting set
of demands, according
to Wladi Turkewitsch,
senior sound engineer at
Radiotelevisione Svizzera (RSI) in Lugano, Switzerland.
‘The daily work in TV broadcasting is a big event! You
always have something new and unexpected,’ he said.
RSI uses Phonak’s Invisity in-ear prompting headsets
to maintain communication between television hosts,
moderators and actors, and the team of producers and
audio specialists behind the camera. ‘Invisity helps us on
a daily basis, from the news to entertainment to drama,’
explained Wladi, who has been using Invisity since
1996. ‘The director, the producer, the sound operator
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and script prompter always
have a connection to talk to the
moderator, mainly for scripting
and communications.’
Invisity’s small size, light
weight and wireless operation
make it invaluable in RSI’s
broadcast operations as it is easier to set up and use,
without being seen by viewers. ‘For directors, it’s a
direct connection with no delay and invisible from the
cameras, to give their suggestions and communications
to the actor or moderator,’ he said. ‘It’s the only thing
that we can use now. When we have a daily broadcast
with a moderator, they don’t want to have a system with
something big on the ear, they don’t want to have a wire.
You want to have the facility to put it in and take it out
very easily. To date, it’s the only solution.’
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Calrec’s Summa console is designed for broadcast users who need a straightforward
solution for producing creative audio but not all of the resources offered by Calrec’s
Apollo and Artemis consoles.
Designed to ensure intuitive operation in live broadcast applications, Summa
simplifies complex workflow tasks, such as creating mix-minus feeds, with an
intuitive GUI suitable for a broad range of operator levels. Users control the console
via a 17-inch multitouch screen inspired by familiar tablet technology. The highresolution display provides controls and a clear presentation of information. The
console’s other large displays are fully configurable to display bus, output, and
loudness meters, and they feature dedicated metering, routing, and processing
information for each fader.

Trilogy comms

Trilogy Communications, a provider of intercom systems and SPGs for studios,
mobile production, playout and post, has a redesigned virtual control panel, now
available for PCs, laptops, phones and tablets in wired or wireless configurations.
No matter how a user wants their comms to work, Trilogy’s Virtual Panel allows
everyone to join the conversation, simply and cost effectively.
There is now deep integration of L-S-B’s Virtual Studio Manager with Gemini,
Trilogy’s distributed matrix intercom thanks to the implementation of the Ember+
protocol. Gemini combines the benefits of a large-scale, non-blocking matrix with
integrated IP connectivity in each unit and a range of IP panels.
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Merging upgrades interfaces

In a step to significantly enhance the practicality of its Hapi and Horus interfaces
Merging has a new A-D and D-A combination board that will instantly double the
quantity of analogue I-O available on the units. A total of 48 in/48 out on Horus
makes it an ideal stagebox for many applications. Despite the extra component
density, the performance of the ADA8 A-D and D-A option card is virtually identical
to the AD8 and DA8 components that are still in the range and can be mix and
matched to form a range of I-O combinations.
There is no loss in functionality. Each ADA8 board comes equipped on the input
stage with Mic/Line input selection, Phantom power, LPF and phase invert. The
output stage is also equipped, as the DA8 card is, with a Dip switch controlled line
up level up to +24dBu and a digitally controlled output trim. All parameters can
be controlled from the front panel or remotely via the Ravenna LAN connection.
Following the launch of the 64-bit versions of Pyramix, Ovation and VCube,
they have moved to .1 versions. Major enhancements for Pyramix relate to Virtual
Transport improvements, archiving metadata workflows and digital album
publishing for DSD/DXD multichannel releases.
VCube gets a complete update on rendering options and now supports a range of
video cards from Blackmagic Design for capture and playback. These cost efficient
and high quality PCI Express cards and USB video interfaces significantly enhance
the value offering throughout the VCube range.

DPA necklace mic

DPA Microphones has given control of mic placement to non-technical actors or reality show contestants without
compromising sound quality with the d:screet omnidirectional miniature necklace microphone, which houses a
4061 omni miniature Capsule in a soft rubber necklace.
‘These microphones are perfect for situations where fast costume changes are necessary or for reality TV
shows where the contestants have to place microphones without help from a trained audio engineer,’ said DPA’s
CEO Christian Poulsen. ‘The necklace design ensures that the microphone sits in exactly the same place on the
body every time, so there is no need for EQing between different recordings.’
DPA’s has a new heavy-duty d:screet 4060 omnidirectional miniature mic and classic d:screet 4060 omni with
reinforced cable relief, making them even more durable for demanding use. ‘Incorporated on all d:screet Miniature
Microphones, our new robust strain relief version brings much needed reassurance to people who are not used
to handling miniatures,’ added Poulsen. The heavy-duty 4060 is for people for whom the visual appeal is of less
importance; it is suitable for placement in rigorous filming situations and has a stainless steel housing, sturdy
cable relief and a thicker 2.2mm cable.

When audio matters take the easy way!
Let our groundbreaking audio processors
do the work for you!
Visit us on
Booth 10.A49

www.jungeraudio.com
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Atmos main auditorium with Harrison console.

Creative Sound
Paris has a new complex of post studios that, among other things,
houses a Harrison MPC5 console in an Atmos mix theatre.
GISELE CLARK reports on the genesis of the facility.

I

ndependent film postproduction facility Creative Sound in Paris has installed
a large format Harrison MPC5 console as the centrepiece of a 1000sqm
complex of auditoria in the centre of the French capital. The main 470m3
auditorium, which houses the Harrison console, has been designed for
Dolby’s Atmos. Facility director Cristinel Sirli’s dream has been to become a major
player in the cinema industry and to sound engineer for film. After preliminary
studies in film operation in his native Romania, he came to France and learnt
audio for himself working in various television postproduction studios. Cristinel
remembers this TV period as a very educational one and it’s where he learnt to
work fast because the time was always short with tight schedules.
Within a few years of freelance working, Cristinel had clientele who were
willing to follow him so he decided to open his own studio. Founded in 2000,
the Creative Sound Company began its activities in mixing for TV series and
documentaries. However, it is the new generation of Romanian filmmakers that
will allow Creative Sound to prevail in the big league: In 2007, Cristian Mungiu
and Cristian Nemescu won respectively the Cannes Film Festival Palme d’Or
with 4 mois, 3 semaines, 2 jours and the prize un Certain Regard with California
dreamin’, both mixed by Cristinel on the facility’s SSL Avant+ console.
However, the facility’s auditorium was too small to get the appropriate Dolby
certification, which is why they were on the lookout for new facilities. The
former cinema Le Grand Pavois became available and Cristinel went up against
rival interest from a restaurant and the local Casino supermarket and triumphed.
After dismantling the premises, four auditoria emerged including one with a
dual-operator 56-fader SSL C-300.
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Unfortunately, as a victim of success, the
site showed its limitations pretty quickly — one
large auditorium for mixing film cannot deal with
unexpected changes in schedules and the recording
area needed more volume plus they required a
proper Foley room. Cristinel searched for other
premises nearby and eventually found a gem of
a site that was still in the 15th arrondissement of
Paris — 1000m2 without bearing beams or walls, a
5m ceiling, and daylight too. Located on the ground
floor of a building from 1972, the premises originally
served as parking lot for limousines and then became
the sales operation and storage area for a company
specialising in stamps for philatelic enthusiasts. The
space was larger than he wanted and that did not
help the financing but despite the crisis in the world
of film and broadcast Cristinel managed to convince
banks to fund the project. He explains: ‘I got the
support of banks and the proper management
of Creative Sound because I have an obsession
with cost control and I do everything to avoid
unnecessary spending, especially at the leadership,’
he explains. ‘I am the manager of Creative Sound
but I make my living by mixing with a salary of a
sound mixer. Word of mouth works better than sales
managers at the head of the company!’
September 2014

On the advice of long-time friend Philippe Guérinet from Solid
State Logic Cristinel appointed Michel Deluc to handle the acoustics at
the new site. While Michel had not built film auditoria before he has
designed many sound studios to the great satisfaction of his customers.
The resulting quality is seen not only in the main Atmos auditorium,
but also in the smaller rooms that are between 16 and 40m2. They
met in 2012 and Michel also advised Cristinel on the selection of the
companies involved on site for the build, but no architect was used.
Cristinel drew multiple versions of the plans before reaching his final
version in January 2013. ‘I know the needs of my clients in terms
of circulation spaces and relaxation areas,’ he explains. ‘By visiting
the premises, I visualised almost immediately the best way to use
the space, what volumes to be allocated to auditoriums because I am
primarily a sound mixer! Architects do not have that field experience
and do not listen to my requests ...‘
Cristinel is well known in the French film business as someone who
is straight-talking and wants to work in the traditional manner — on
an audio console. His view on this crucial matter remains unchanged
over time. ‘As long as I can pay for a real audio console, I would
choose it for both artistic and practical reasons every time. For me,
even today, I just can’t mix with a mouse,’ he says. With this in mind
he set off in search of his Holy Grail and visited several of the most
famous auditorium mix facilities in the United States (which included
Skywalker Sound, Sony Pictures, 20th century Fox, Warner, ToddAO, Wildfire, etc.) This endurance exercise drew Cristinel’s attention
to Harrison consoles. He was seduced by the ergonomics of ‘real
console’ products by the firm from Nashville with ‘real channels’ in the tradition
of classic consoles. Together with Terry Nelson, the distributor for Harrison in
Switzerland and France, he went to Munich to a studio that has been equipped
with an MPC4 for almost ten years (Harrison’s previous generation film console)
and to Istanbul to look at the Trion series — more recent but designed for music
recording and mixing applications. He was impressed by the robust quality and
testimony from users who praised the fact that they never needed the service
department even after several years of use; his decision was made.
‘I knew the Dolby Atmos was about to happen and I wanted my new console
to integrate the Atmos control without the need for external plug-ins,’ he says.
‘Philippe Guérinet and his colleagues from SSL were honest enough to tell me
that they could not offer this feature immediately. At AMS-Neve, I was told
that the DFC was already integrating it, which is true, but I wanted a newer
generation console ... so when I went to Harrison in Nashville, I saw that the
Dolby Atmos RMU processors were communicating well with the MPC5. There
was a real exchange between the two brands. And when you see the perfect
integration of Canadian synchroniser ION Soundmaster within the control
surface, you cannot imagine that these two machines were not coming from the
same manufacturer!
‘Regarding the question of after sales service, the solution that was proposed
to me was radical and reassuring: Harrison delivered me every module in the
console in two units so that I can replace any of them in a few minutes in the
case of a failure,’ he continues. ‘Everything looks overspeced on the Harrison
MPC5. In the Linux-based system, the manufacturer has decided to allocate
a computer to each 8 fader-tray, plus one computer per operator (the Creative
Sound console is a dual-operator one).’
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Apart from the offices and public spaces, the
The second auditorium, which was still under
studios are destined to have ten acoustically treated
construction during my visit, will host an SSL C300
rooms dedicated to sound work. The largest, which
with 72 faders and will be used for 7.1 but is prewired
is already operational, is 110m2 and serves as the
for Atmos. Two 20m2 rooms will be dedicated to
auditorium for Foley sound effects and dubbing. It is
TV mixing, one of them housing a small recording
equipped with an SSL C10HD. The monitors are JBL
area for voice. On the other side of the patio, the
Cinema Series speakers powered by Crown amplifiers
smallest TV auditorium (16m2) will make a nice sound
installation with a cabin for voiceover applications.
as in the other rooms, as well as in the Le Grand
Two future picture calibration rooms are planned,
Pavois studios.
both with 5.1 JBL Cinema Series monitoring, the
The twin 100m2 mixing theatres are located on
the other side of the long main corridor. The first has
larger with a screen wider than 6m and a 4K Barco
been operational since January 2014 and provides Terry Nelson, Cristinel Sirli, Gary Thielman (MD of Harrison). video projector, the smaller with a 4m screen and 2K
mixing in Dolby Atmos with 45 speakers (16 of them in the ceiling). It houses
projection. The system dedicated to the calibration will depend on the partner
the first MPC5 Harrison console delivered, with 1024 inputs, 80 faders and 64
who will invest in the place or even the choice of technicians, some of who may
physical channels, with full integration of Dolby Atmos processing. Two master
bring their own equipment. Several people and groups of people have expressed
sections allow operation by two engineers in dual operator mode. With its two
an interest in being involved.
producer desks mounted on each side at an angle of 10 degrees, the total console
The acoustic design is motivated by quality and the need to meet the
surface is 5.75m long.
requirements of flexibility. For example, when a calibration theatre isn’t being
used for picture work it can be used as a studio for
premix or editing work. This ability to adapt and
respond to potential customer demands is at the core
of Cristinel’s facility design. If a director doesn’t want
to leave the Atmos mixing room for the calibration of
the image, he doesn’t have to — given that he’s got
the budget for it.
by Lawo
The goal, especially in difficult economic times,
is to welcome all types of client in need of sound
services, whether that’s for television, film or music
production. One plan is to rent a room for shorter or
longer periods to a film composer, a cinema sound
editor, a mastering engineer, who will benefit from
an acoustically reliable environment and the synergy
of being in the building with the big auditoria for the
finalisation of a project.
From his experience with the Grand Pavois,
Cristinel understood the importance of anticipating
the specific demands of freelance engineers. Should
the choice of mic preamps not meet a client’s taste,
it is easy to patch in their favourite preamp in a few
minutes and that goes for analogue or digital as all
cabling is in place.
Since its opening, the studio has produced the
soundtrack of Entity, a French short film in Dolby
Atmos by Andrew Desmond and Jean-Philippe Ferré
(presented in Paris during the Week of Sound), the
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of Us by Larry Clark and Addicts by Tonie Marshall;
the postsynch, sound effects and mixing of Gemma
Boveri directed by Anne Fontaine, and that’s only
the beginning.
I’ll leave the last comment to famous mixer Thierry
Lebon who was at the studio with other visitors: ‘It’s
nice to see an independent taking up the profession.
In these times of gloom, it is an example that we
would like to see followed by others!’ n
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Game on
Nimrod productions co-founder RICHARD AITKEN explains how
the audio for games business has changed and developed and
outlines the art’s challenges for the future.

I

really love game audio, I love its artistic development over the years, I love
the range of talents and tastes in video game sound land, I love that there
are huge challenges with implementation desires vs artistic desires and I love
that the status of being a game audio producer is seen by some (although
not all) as quite a sexy thing to do.
I’ve been working in music for more than 20 years and in games for about
18 — I’ve worked on 300 titles and amassed shipped units of something
like 250 million units. I’ve had the
good fortune to work with amazing
sound designers, brilliant musicians,
imaginative composers, class leading
directors and real forward-thinking
business people. I’ve seen profound
changes in game audio. I’ve seen
resources break open from being ‘can
you fit this into half a mega-byte’
to ‘let’s have a 100,000 lines of
dialogue’. I’ve seen budgets climb
to six and seven figures and fall
way back down again. I’ve watched
small economic electronic based scores
reworked for orchestra at Abbey
Road. Really, video game audio has
definitely come of age.
We all have our heroes; from
Marty O’Donnell’s iconic Halo to John
Broomhall’s tireless championing
of today’s composers; from Joris de
Mans ground-breaking Ivor Novello
win to Chris Sweetman’s in-demand
brilliance with weaponry sonics. What
does it mean in 2014 to be working
in game audio? I’ve been co-owner
of a company, Nimrod, whose main
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specialisation since 2000 has been
in game audio. Together with Marc
Canham I like to think that we brought
a bit of saucy grit to game audio but
we seem to have done a lot of driving
games so maybe that explains it. I
have no idea if I have made the best
possible decisions for Nimrod over the
years but I do know that, to a degree,
whatever it is that we did it worked.
Maybe an outline of the path we took
might polarise some of that thought.
Back in 2000 Marc and I set up
shop in a huge country farmhouse in
Oxfordshire. We had a fully maxed PT
rig (I’d bought my first PT rig in the
mid-90s), two Nuendo rigs, a large
sample library, lots of instruments
and, I think, a pretty well set up
acoustic environment at a time when
a lot of game audio was still put
together on headphones. Oh and a
Yamaha O2R. I hated that thing… but
I knew it pretty well and managed to
get it to sound fairly good on some
days. Then I got my PT Mix cubed
system and it all changed.
We moved from the farm house
to a suite of studios in a cottage in
north Oxfordshire. We bought a Neve
console, lots of outboard (including a
lovely EMT 140), spent £30k on one set of custom monitors and tons of high
end microphones. We also really worked at getting really good acoustics for
the mix room — something that seemed to be missing, at that time, in game
audio. We even bought some tape machines (a really good Ampex ATR102 and
a Saturn 2-inch). The Ampex was used on nearly every gig we did from 2003
to 2011. We also invested in HD3 Accel and D-Command, a few Mac Pros and
oodles of synths. No idea why but we had Prophet 5s alongside Junos next
to Dave Smith Poly Evolvers and various Moog things and bits and pieces. It
was very much a time for us using a lot of OTB gear. At the back end of this
period we were mixing a lot of ‘Guitar’-based games from original multitracks;
the analogue gear really helped us nail the mixes. For an investment of about
£150k we brought in three music games that netted around £500k and I
really believe that, as much as it should have been our fantastic selves that
brought these jobs in, it may well have been the gear! This was also the time
of working closely with the mega talented Joris de Man on the Ivor Novellowinning Killzone.
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We diversified and started a Voice Recording sub-company. We partnered up
with a brilliant scripting team in Marek Walton and Maurice Suckling (on an
unrelated side note it was Maurice who helped me get my first break in games
many years ago) and have worked together on many projects, most notably a
multilanguage title that I just could not see a market for. It had a little board you
stood on. I thought it was far too Japanese to work ‘over here’. We did weeks
and weeks of EFIGS recording (English, French, Italian, German and Spanish)
and I just kept shaking my head. Of course, that became the Wii Fit and I
obviously don’t know anything….
We moved into London at the back end of 2013 into a Roger D’Arcy designed
studio suite. The control room is quite simply one of the best sounding and I
have found it the easiest of rooms to mix in. The Neve console is now gone, as is
most of the outboard gear (apart from esoteric pres and a few EQs/compressors).
We’ve gone predominantly in-the-box because the recall pressures are just too
great to work in any other way. Our stance has changed from one of mixing
a great track to recording one. Any flavoursome mojo from high end gear is
mostly done up front. It’s proving to be a very economical way of working.
An area that saw amazing growth in video games during the early 2000s
was music licensing. Many projects started using creative licensing for trailers,
promos and in-game. Having strong record industry links was crucial for
negotiating this phase in Nimrod’s growth. We already knew much of the
licensing team at EMI and Sony records. In fact Sony seeded some capital
towards the Driv3r soundtrack.
There are not really any differences in mixing game audio against any
other media. You want the audio to translate to as many different reproduction
systems as possible and for that you need the same old tried and tested advice;
good mix acoustics and a ton of experience. When it comes to mixing the music
I follow the same procedures as I do mixing a film score. I don’t hit limiters hard

(unless for sonic effect) and I try to keep a good dynamic
range while still maintaining a balance that doesn’t move
about too much otherwise the music may get lost. It generally
takes me about 4 to 5 weeks to mix the score for a typical
AAA game of maybe 50 to 100 major cues and a whole load
of smaller ones.
So what are the deliverables on a score mix? Well typically it’s a mix and
associated stems. Mostly its stereo mixing but occasionally 5.1 is requested but
it’s not as common as you’d think for the music; even in a 5.1 game. More
and more I’m being asked for a rendered channel by channel mix — that is
one that is every channel frozen in place with effects left on each channel but
any overriding big ambience left as sends. Games publishers are looking to do
slightly different mixes of each piece and treat the music resources more like a
suite to pick and edit from rather than a linear score track. A fine example of this
was Marc Canham’s partial score for Infamous:Second Son. I was the producer,
recordist and ‘sonic sculpture’. I can’t really say I was the mixer as we were
asked to deliver finished work exactly as the described above. My role was to
really help Marc define his sound for the score. The team at SCEA are extremely
good at this sort of stuff and they have an incredible music studio. Indeed it was
working with Jonathan Mayer and Andrew Buresh (and others) at SCEA that
really pushed us to increase our technical capacity at Nimrod.
At the other end of the spectrum is working in the realm of smaller memory
budgets on iPhone, Android and other handheld device games. However, these
games are moving towards high quality audio with in-depth implementation
and complicated sound design. I don’t think it will be very long before Android
and iOS projects will require what we’re delivering for PS4 and XBOX1 titles
now. Generally you supply sound in PCM formats but increasingly outsourcers
are being asked to deliver in middleware engines.
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THE NEXT

GENERATION
OF AN INDUSTRY

STANDARD
Audio middleware engines are a useful bridging tool for game sound
providers. Historically widest used is Miles from RadGameTools and has featured
on thousands of games although it seems the main ones I use are Unity, Fabric
(within Unity), FMOD and WWISE. I’ve also recently started supplying content
in Blueprints within UE4. All of these are worth checking out and have become
part of the process of delivering audio for games. Indeed implementation with
middleware is now part of the budgeting process. There is a new release of Miles
due soon and I’m hopeful it’ll be more adopted by outsourcers.
Where game audio differs from other media is in interactive content. Sound
design is clearly and simply audible as dynamically responsive to player input
but in a modern video game, so is the music. It can be challenging as the
arrangement of a dynamic/interactive score is not the same as a linear piece
of music. For a film fan to hear a musical journey from A to B is as simple as
linear playback. For a game, however, the experience is one of going from A to
B but the audio engine will be swapping, changing and cross fading between
micro pieces of music that are, in themselves, unerring in direction. In a film
you may have a war-like piece that goes from intense to super intense to really
fragging (game vernacular) intense. In a game it’ll be many pieces that each
have an emotive brushstroke. The pieces have to sit within a single emotion
and transition into the next piece seamlessly. You have to think about how
phrases end or how you deal with cymbal over-rings. Technically, it’s pretty
easy to implement in modern middleware, but artistically you have to be on your
toes. Then there is the crossfading between stems method. I think this is even
harder to get right, although Richard Jacques did it brilliantly with Bloodstone.
There is quite a movement to ITU-R BS.1770 3 in games. This move towards
headroom is endorsed by this mixer. Games are enjoyed for extended periods
of time, they should be sonically engaging and hyperlimiting is not going to
achieve that. These improvements go hand in glove with developers having
access to acoustically excellent mix environments. SCEA has built a fantastic
facility in San Mateo. Many other AAA developers have respectable work
areas but it has taken a long time to get here. Currently we have a lot of clients
from independent development studios and this makes sense; many smaller
developers don’t have access to great sounding studios so it works for them to
outsource this facet of game production.
I’m now building another studio near my home in north Oxfordshire. I’ll be
working there most of the time and focussing on a lot more implementation.
For now I’m very deeply entrenched in mixing high-end scores in games and
film, handling production for AAA games publishers and providing a complete
management of implementation option for smaller developers. My team has
shrunk back a lot since the high expenditure days of the early 2000s but I think
the more interesting career defining moments are yet to come. Game audio is
now far more about the creative element than a technical challenge and that is
surely when the best game audio will be produced. I’ll keep you posted. n
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Smart sound
for a Smart car
The launch of the new Smart car has thrown a light on the sophistication of
the in-car playback systems that deliver your output to drivers.
DAVID KENNEDY takes the opportunity to inform us of how it’s done.

W

hat is the noisiest, most acoustically unsatisfactory listening
environment you can think of? The car, perhaps? Yet this is where
many people spend a
lot of time listening to
our carefully crafted work. Harman
is developing an interesting suite of
technologies to restore our in-car
listening pleasure. Vice president and
general manager Automotive Europe,
Armin Prommersberger, explains
why he believes a Smart car really
does need an 8-channel amp and 12
speaker array.

Would you outline your design
process for an audio system for
a car?
I guess the car is probably the worst
environment acoustically: small
cabin, surfaces that are
both highly reflective and
absorbing and you always
sit off-centre. However,
we know the exact nature
of these downsides and
the seating positions,
whereas in the domestic or
professional environment
you can only make an
educated guess.
One key differentiator
between our competitors
and us is virtual acoustics
and engineering. Initially,
a new car is entirely
virtual: CAD concept
56

stages, drawings and mechanical data. We have created our own suite of
tools and processes that can, using this mechanical data, take measurements
within the virtual car and implement virtual speakers. Because we can move
these around the virtual car, taking more virtual measurements with a virtual
microphone array, we can locate the perfect spots to put them. We can auralise
the virtual car and listen to it and that’s pretty cool because then we can tune
it. You can hear the difference immediately if, for example, we mount a speaker
five inches higher in the door. This is far more advanced than waiting for
prototypes to become available because by then the decisions have been made.
Being engaged in the early stages means we can make recommendations to the
design teams.

OK, but why an 8-channel amp and 12-speaker JBL system for the
new Smart Forfour?
I guess there are two answers. First, it is about the
sound distribution and the spatial target performance.
We are no longer using speakers as front left and
right, rear left and right. We’re using them as an
array to create a soundfield defined by seat positions.
Our philosophy is that every seat in the car must
have an equal experience with a perfect phantom
centre. You need control of the soundfield, in all
frequency ranges, to achieve this, which is why you
need a certain number of speakers.
Secondly, independent of size,
we are always fighting against
noise. Most sound systems are
great listened to while stationary
but then most cars on the road
are moving, fortunately! People
underestimate actual driving noise
levels; 90dB SPL and more. If
your music is to overcome that
level of broadband noise, then it
needs to be louder to overcome
masking effects, and yet still sound
dynamic and uncompressed. So
a certain number of speakers
of reasonable size is needed as
ultimately sound reproduction is
moving air. Five tiny speakers
might create a linear impression
but with zero dynamic reserve.
Pump them a little bit harder and
they will sound constrained, the
bass weakens and softens and
this is not the experience JBL is
renowned for.
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TECHNOLOGY
What surround sound format does the
speaker array take in the new Smart cars?
At Harman, we do everything from pure stereo up to
QuantumLogic 3D: surround sound with an upmixer
and speakers in the roof. In the Smart it is essentially
a stereo system, so why a kind of 5.1 setup? For
control of the soundfield: in order to have a phantom
centre in front of every listener. If it’s the Smart
Fortwo then it’s in front of two people, Smart Forfour
then four people which is even more challenging. A
centre speaker, with the correct signal processing,
is needed to distribute the energy especially in the
mid-ranges so each person perceives the phantom
centre correctly and not in the centre of the dashboard. How do we achieve this?
Essentially we create an upmix. For the Smart and systems like it, we send the
same signal for front left and right into the rear speakers but they get a different
kind of EQ and delay and, in this way, we can use them to stabilise the phantom
centre impression.
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The True Master of Arts.

Highest art of engineering for recordings in perfect audio quality.

t Zero-noise design and mainte-

nance-free construction

Road Noise Cancellation must be fast to be
effective?
We’re talking milliseconds but it’s doable up to a
certain frequency range. You can’t implement RNC
at 10kHz, obviously, but most in-car noise energy is
below 300-400Hz. Cancel this by 10 to 20dB then
you improve your driving experience perception.
Cars like the Smart don’t have RNC or EOC yet
(this is something the manufacturers must decide
on) but with our knowledge we can now add
unpredictable road noise to our virtual car.
So what’s next?
We touched upon it already: QuantumLogic 3D, it’s
a real 3D in-car sound experience. This is so exciting
because you get a whole new level of soundfield
control. If you get into any car besides a convertible
you immediately feel hemmed in. The roof, for me,
is a real problem because no matter how wonderfully
we designed the interior there is always this perceived
overhead pressure. This isn’t visual, it’s more about
how your brain computes reflections. Essentially, the
vertical reflections are missing because a car roof is
mostly a high frequency absorbing environment.
3D sound...like Dolby Atmos for cars?
While Dolby Atmos is primarily an encoding format
for postproduction we are coming from opposite
ends of the production cycle. While driving, people
are playing stereo sources so we need an upmixer,
which recreates the surround sound experience.
September 2014

t High-end master recorder and

AD/DA converter for monitoring
t Extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio and exceptional fidelity
through advanced circuit
design with separate BurrBrown mono converters and
selected components
t Highest sample rates up to
192 Hz (PCM) or 5.6 MHz (DSD)

t Extremely clean supply volt-

ages thanks to separate transformer coils for digital and
analogue circuits
t High-precision clock synchronization with sample-accuracy
at both recording and playback through temperaturecompensated crystal oscillator
t Cascadable for multi-track
recording/playback
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I can appreciate how you accommodate a
car’s interior acoustic but do you address
external engine noise too?
It’s less about the engine, which has one specific
issue which is engine orders. When the engine revs
hit a specific frequency a booming effect is heard in
the cabin. Actually, there are two specific frequencies
simply defined by the length and the width of the
car. We can cancel these out by using what we call
Engine Order Cancellation. Assessing RPMs, the state
of the engine, speed of the car we can anticipate and
then introduce frequency specific anti-noise in the
car. That’s the easy part.
The harder part is road noise. We don’t know
what conditions people are driving in: there are
too many variables. So we created a technology
called HALOsonic Road Noise Cancellation, which
uses sensors and error microphones. It anticipates,
using strategically positioned accelerometers, the
energy coming up from the road that will eventually
penetrate the cabin some milliseconds later. Error
microphones listening to the car are there to check
our noise reduction is appropriate.

What we call QuantumLogic looks into the stereo
signal and identifies spatial slices: it can differentiate
between the singer in the centre and a guitar off to
the left, for example. Then it can create streams,
which our system puts back into the array in the car.
Technically, this is awesome.
3D surround sound doesn’t just require speakers
in the roof being fed the same signals you put front
left and right. That would just raise the music stage
and potentially create comb effects due to time
delays, so that’s not helpful. Where a 3D speaker
helps is with the absent reflections in the vertical
domain. Uniquely QuantumLogic can assess a stereo
signal and identify early and late reflections, extract and correctly redistribute
them. Normally the early reflections come from the sides so I can now put them
in the doors. The roof and rear are where long reflections come from so I can
take these and send them there. Therefore you recreate the real, intended reverb
characteristics of the recording inside the cabin. This is pretty cool stuff. n
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